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I used to find comfort in knowing how things are and what they should look like. That 
was until I learned that everything is also something else. Things are not what they 
seem, not what they should be. And the relationship between a signifier and what it 
signifies is shifty. My perceptions are colored by my expectations. Houses float in 
puddles of murky water and air. Trees are hands and hands look like trees. And clouds 
are flat and in the sky, but also striped and on the ground. 
 
Nothing is ever as simple as I used to think it was. That is not a parking lot but a 
minimalist drawing. This is not crumpled paper but purple and yellow liquid coursing 
below some fractured, malleable glass. What it was supposed to be, what I assumed it 
was, is no longer what it is. No longer ordinary tire tracks in the grass, and scratches 
on screens. All I see are inexplicable and perplexing patterns.
I have learned to dive into the unknown and even expect unplanned things to occur. 
Something I Once Knew is about my inability to come to terms with the fact that you 
cannot know everything. I document the multifaceted versions of seemingly simple 
objects to grapple with how, when changes to my life occur, so too does the way I see 
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